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1 IntroductionIn the empirical analysis of market microstructure virtually all models include a tacitassumption on the stability of the underlying information di�usion process.1 This is notonly valid for structural models2, but also holds for reduced form approaches3. How-ever, extraordinary events occuring on only a few individual trading days might blur theoverall picture of a particular market place which describes the trading mechanism wellfor the majority of trading days. Increasing the sample size may reduce the weight ofextraordinary events not explicitly accounted for, generating a contaminated picture oftypical trading days. Such a procedure ignores the information contained in these singu-lar events and even worse, it prohibits a careful analysis of singularities, i.e. major newsreleases, adjustments of key interest rates, crashes etc., which are a focal point of interestfor practitioneers and the public. Finally, the systematic analysis of those events mightalso generate valuable insights into the functioning of �nancial markets. The aforemen-tioned procedure of extending the sample crucially relies on the assumption that (i) theproportion of events unexplained by the model diminishes when the sample is expandedand that (ii) the trading process is not subject to an ongoing change, e.g. a shift of volumefrom one trading place to another or from one asset to another.1See Goodhart and O'Hara (1997) for a recent survey on theoretical and empirical work.2E.g. Hasbrouck (1991), Easley, Kiefer, O'Hara, and Paperman (1996), Easley, Kiefer, and O'Hara(1997), or Ait-Sahalia (1998).3E.g. Hausman, Lo, and MacKinlay (1992), Bollerslev and Domowitz (1993), Russell and Engle (1998),or Andersen and Bollerslev (1998). 3



Of course, the point is well taken that it is hard to assess the stability of empiricalrelationships in a manner which is satisfactory to economic theorists. The mere fact thata subset of observations is not described well by a certain empirical speci�cation is utterlyuninformative. Major questions remain to be answered.� In what respect do these observations di�er from others in the sample?� What might cause the shift in information processing?� Which dimensions of the price process are a�ected?In this paper we exploit the richness of time series of intraday data to assess the problemof a common market microstructure over longer time horizons. Thereby, a single tradingday serves as a natural entity which in liquid markets contains su�cient observations atthe transaction level to estimate even demanding nonlinear models of the price process.In particular, our analysis of the price process at the transaction level is based on theordered probit model with conditional heteroskedasticity as it was �rst suggested byHausman, Lo, and MacKinlay (1992) and subsequently applied by Bollerslev and Melvin(1994) to the analysis of quotes. The necessity to apply quantal response models to mapthe price process of transactions relies on two intrinsic features of transaction data. First,prices are quoted in discrete units4 (ticks) and second, the speed of the price adjustment4This fact is treated here as an econometric problem, see e.g. Harris (1994) for an analysis of thee�ects of tick size on �nancial markets' e�ciency, especially on transaction costs and traded volume.4



process, i.e. the time between transactions, is clearly irregular and might well be describedby duration models, see Engle (1996), Engle and Russell (1997), and Russell and Engle(1998). The ordered probit is capable of mapping the structure of serial dependence inthe data, and yet, remains managable from a computational point of view. The inclusionof conditioning information is straightforward in order to account for factors assumedto drive the price process. This is a substantial advantage compared to the roundingmodels of Ball (1988), Cho and Frees (1988), or Harris (1990). Last but not least, thismethodology avoids an aggregation of transactions and preserves a maximum amount ofinformation contained in the data. Easley, Kiefer, and O'Hara (1997) give some empiricalevidence on this aggregation problem and argue that the aggregation e�ect is particularlysevere when the information di�usion process is analyzed. In particular, the speed of theprice adjusment remains observable in our speci�cation. This is regarded as a crucialinformation in market microstructure models in the spirit of Easley and O'Hara (1992).Our research strategy is to start with a very general set-up assuming that each tradingday in the sample is a unique event. In subsequent estimation stages we try to �nd acommon structure across trading days. This allows us to account for potential distortionsin the price process while imposing as much structure on the price process as standardstatistical criteria allow. Therefore, our strategy circumvents the problems of simplepooling approaches, which more or less ignore distortions in the price process. It is alsosuperior to intraday approaches which face the danger of generalizing empirical �ndingsthat may only hold for speci�c trading days.5



The novel feature of this paper is to apply minimum distance estimation in a second esti-mation stage in order to obtain aggregate estimates for the whole sample period. Kodde,Palm, and Pfann (1990) show that the minimum distance method based on �rst stagemaximum likelihood estimates is asymptotically equivalent to a one stage full informationmaximum likelihood estimator. However, minimum distance reveals obvious advantagesfor applied researchers because it yields a testing procedure that starts from the mostgeneral speci�cation and tests downwards to the speci�c model avoiding the estimationof di�erent speci�cations on the overall sample. The ability to discriminate between dif-ferent types of trading days may prove to be useful in getting a better understanding ofthe functioning of �nancial markets. Although we demonstrate the use of the minimumdistance procedure in the context of ordered probit models it is straightforward to applythis methodology to the estimation results of other �rst step estimators, e.g. ARCH typemodels. As a practical byproduct the minimum distance approach allows us to circumventproblems that arise from modelling the speci�c features of the price process at openingand closing hours as well as of overnight price changes.Our approach di�ers somewhat from pooled regression methods which usually control onlyfor a few daily peculiarities. Recent econometric approaches by Andersen and Bollerslev(1997a), Andersen, Bollerslev, and Das (1998), and Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) allowthe inclusion of scheduled events. They pay tribute to the fact that the well knownseasonalities5 caused by the opening and closing of the market itself, other related markets,5See e.g. Wood, McInish, and Ord (1985) and McInish and Wood (1992) for an analysis of season-6



and the e�ect of lunch hours are distorted by expected, i.e. scheduled announcementswhich are released on a regular basis. Yet, there is still no generally accepted procedureto resolve the e�ect of unexpected news releases in the sample.6 The same is true for thee�ects of market expectations around scheduled news events. These advanced re�nements,however, rely on the tacit assumption that the e�ect of a particular news event, e.g. aFOMC meeting without a change in interest rates, is always of the same size independentof the expectations formed by market participants. Hence, they implicitely assume thatthese e�ects can be simply captured by dummy variables, and ignore interaction e�ectsimplying a shift in the marginal e�ects of the explanatory variables.We demonstrate the potential of the methodology introduced here by applying it to theanalysis of transaction prices of the Bund future traded at LIFFE in London. The dataprovides us with information on the prices, associated quotes and proxies for volume.Through the time stamps, we are able to compute the time between transactions. As acomplementary data source we use the Reuter's AAMM news headlines to gain additionalinformation on the timing of news items. We choose a sample of 22 trading days whichalities of trading at the NYSE, or Dacorogna, M�uller, Nagler, Olsen, and Pictet (1993) and Guillaume,Dacorogna, Dave, M�uller, Olsen, and Pictet (1997) for the foreign exchange market, or Andersen andBollerslev (1997b) for an in depth analysis of intraday periodicity.6For a detailed analysis of potential economic implications of expected and unexpected news seeKim and Verrechia (1991). An analysis of unobserved earnings surprises is undertaken by Maddala andNimalendran (1995) in the context of classical panels using price changes, volume, and bid-ask spreadinformation. 7



appears to be small enough to clarify the properties of our modelling procedure in a casestudy like fashion, but is su�ently large to incorporate some major news events. We usescheduled news releases, such as U.S. employment �gures7 as well as news which haveno clear-cut announcement schedule, such as the adjustment of key interest rates by theGerman Bundesbank.For the Bund future trading we are able to work out a common structure across tradingdays and to disentangle the pecularities of event dominated trading days. Despite thelarge sample size of around 1.7 thousand transactions per trading day that usually givesrise to the rejection of any null hypothesis on the equality of regression coe�cients we do�nd a common structure for 18 out of 22 trading days. We can show that event dominatedtrading days are marked by di�erent price processes that share no common structure andrender simple pooling estimates inconsistent.The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe our econometric approach.Section 3 contains relevant information on the data and the institutional arrangements. Italso provides casual evidence on the presence of a common market microstructure basedon intraday estimates. The model speci�cation and the empirical �ndings are discussedin section 4, while the �nal section concludes and presents an outlook for future research.7See Jones, Lamont, and Lumsdaine (1998) for an analysis of the e�ect of unemployment �guresand producer price index announcements on daily T-bond prices and the references given therein foradditional work on the e�ects of scheduled announcements.
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2 The Estimation ProcedureThe estimation procedure we propose consists of two estimation stages. In the �rst stage,the observations of the di�erent trading days are treated as separate samples. For eachtrading day, parameter estimates are obtained by an estimator that is required to beconsistent and asymptotically normally distributed. Although focussing on the estimationof discrete price movements, the scope of our approach is much broader since it can beapplied to a wider range of estimation methods usually applied to high frequency data. Foreach day of a sample of D trading days an auxiliary parameter vector �d, d = 1; : : : ; D, hasto be estimated in the �rst stage. In the second stage the minimum distance estimationtechnique is applied. Loosely speaking, this estimation principle chooses the parametersof interest (structural form parameters) which are common to all trading days such that aweighted quadratic distance between the auxiliary parameters (the D intraday parametervectors) and the structural form parameters is minimized. Hence our approach uses theoverall information in the sample by combining the intraday estimates optimally ratherthan requiring estimation on the pooled sample. Apart from the most obvious advantageof having a clear indication at hand, whether a pooled regresion is valid, or whetherone realizes a signi�cant loss of information in the pooling process, this procedure hasimportant practical merits if computationally burdensome estimators are to be applied.Moreover, given the intraday estimates of the �rst stage a variety of model speci�cationscan be estimated by performing the computationally less demanding minimum distance9



step only. One might think of the pooled regression as a particular form of restrictedregression which assumes the constancy of all parameters over all trading days, sinceKodde, Palm, and Pfann (1990) have shown that the minimum distance estimates areasymptotically equivalent to the corresponding maximum likelihood esimates based onthe entire sample.
2.1 Econometric Modeling of Discrete Price ChangesIn the �rst stage of estimation we use the ordered probit model with conditional het-eroskedasticity to estimate the determinants of price movements between transactions.This approach which was originally proposed by Hausman, Lo and MacKinlay (1992) iscapable of capturing two major features of transaction price changes. First, unlike moreconventional approaches to high frequency data based on equally distant time intervalsand requiring some aggregation, the ordered probit model operates on the transactiondata level. Thus the time between transactions can be included as a covariate to capturethe presence of new information in the market. Second, the approach takes into accountthat price movements at the transaction level are discrete, i.e. reported prices are integermultiples of some divisor called a tick, and take on only a limited number of discretevalues.De�ne for a trading day d the price change from transaction t � 1 to transaction t byYtd = Pt+1;d � Ptd, where Ptd is the price at which transaction t was quoted. Here the10



index t = 1; : : : ; T denotes the t-th transaction and is not directly related to clock timesince transactions occur at irregular time intervals. Moreover, de�ne a continuous latentcounterpart to the observable discrete price change by Y �t . This variable can be regardedas the price pressure or the change in the market expectations in the fundamental value ofthe asset. The movement of the latent price pressure variable is described by the followingheteroscedastic regression model:y�td = X 0td�d + �td; t = 1; : : : ; Td; d = 1; : : : ; D (2.1)with E [�tdjXtd] = 0�td � i.n.i.d.N(0; �2td)�td = �0d exp(W 0tdd) (2.2)where the (K � 1) and (L � 1) vectors X and W contain the explanatory variables forthe mean and the variance function. The parameter �0d is a trading day speci�c volatilityconstant picking up interday di�erences in the volatility not explained by the observablesWtd. Conditional on the set of explanatory variables we assume that the latent variableis mutually independent. Since no restrictions are placed on the stochastic process ofXtd and Wtd the price process may well reveal unconditional serial dependence. Theassumption of normally distributed can easily be relaxed by applying a semi-parametricor a parametrically more exible approach. Latent price pressure and observable discrete
11



price change are related by the following observation rule:
ytd =

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

�kl if y�td 2 (�1;�d;1)...�1 if y�td 2 (�d;kl�1;�d;kl]0 if y�td 2 (�d;kl;�d;kl+1]+1 if y�td 2 (�d;kl+1;�d;kl+2]...ku if y�td 2 (�d;kl+ku;1)
(2.3)

where the �dj are unknown threshold parameters that separate the state space of Y �t;d.Ticks larger or equal to given size ku are gathered in the uppermost category of Yd;t.The analog is true for ticks smaller or equal to size �kl. Given J + 1 categories theintraday model consists of J+K+L+1 parameters. However, since the parameters of anordered response model such as the ordered probit are only identi�able up to a factor ofproportionality only the parameter vector �r = ��0d=�0d �0d=�0d 0d� can be identi�ed onan intraday sample. Hence the �rst stage of estimation yields estimates of D � (J+K+L)auxilary parameters.
2.2 Combining Intraday Estimates by Means of MDEIf there is a common structure across trading days one should expect the parametersof the reduced form to be similar across trading days, i.e. price movements should be12



generated by a common set of parameters. The basic idea of the minimum distanceestimation method is to �nd a common set of restrictions on the parameters such thatthe weighted quadratic distance between the parameters of the structural form and theparameters of the reduced form is minimized. Assume the parameters of the mean andvariance function are the same across trading days except the day speci�c volatilities�d = �, d = . Let �(1) = ���0 ��0 0 ��2 ��3 : : : ��D�0 be the J+K+L+D-1 vector ofstructural parameters, where �� = �=�01 and �� = �=�01 are the parameters of the meanand the variance function normalized by the volatility constant of some arbitrarily chosenbase period (e.g. the �rst trading day). The parameter ��d = ��0d�01 captures the unexplainedvolatility of trading day d relative to the baseline day. Hence our approach providesinterday and intraday measures of volatility. If the hypothesis of an identical structure inthe mean and the variance function holds, then there exists a vector of functions g(1)(�)that relates the parameters of the structural form to the auxiliary parameter vector �d inthe following way:
g(1)d = g(1) ��(1); �̂d� = 26666664����

37777775� �d: (2.4)
Overall g(1)d (�), d = 1; : : : ; D imposes D � (J+K+L)� (J +K+L+D�1) restrictions onthe auxiliary parameters. The minimum distance estimator of �̂(1) is given by the solution
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of the minimization problem:min�(1) D(1) ��(1)� = DXd=1 g(1) ��(1); �̂d�0 V̂ h�̂di�1 g(1) ��(1); �̂d� ; (2.5)where V̂ h�̂di denotes a consistent estimate of the variance covariance matrix of �̂d fromthe �rst stage. The estimator resulting from 2.5 is based on the optimal weighting matrixassuming uncorrelatedness for the estimators of the auxiliary parameters across tradingdays. This property follows directly from the conditional independence assumption of thetransaction prices, which needs to be tested by means of tests for serial dependence innonlinear models. A consistent estimator of the variance covariance matrix of �̂(1) is givenby: V̂ h�̂(1)i = DXd=1  @g(1)d@�0 0V̂ h�̂di�1 @g(1)d@�0 !�1 ; (2.6)The objective function evaluated at the minimum D(1) ��̂(1)� serves as a test for theimposed equality of the intraday parameters. It is asymptotically chi-squared distributedwith degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions imposed and can be shown tobe asymptotically equivalent to the Wald or the LM- Test for the same null hypothesis.See Gourieroux and Montfort (1995) sect. 18.1.3, or Burguete, Gallant, and Souza (1982)for Wald and LM type tests in a more general context than ML. It is obvious from theconstruction of this statistics that a rejection of the null might be due to two reasons.First, one or more day speci�c restrictions may not hold due to turbulence on the �nancialmarkets causing g(1)d to be large in absolute terms. Second, D(1) ��̂(1)� may be highbecause the precision of a speci�c intraday estimate is particularly high leading to a large14



weight in the distance function although the structural form parameters and intradayparameters are close.A model assuming complete structural stability including the day-speci�c relative volatili-ties indicates an interesting benchmark case. For the vector of structural parameters to beestimated, the day-speci�c restriction function is de�ned as g(2)d = g(2) ��(2); �d� = �(2)��dimposing (D�1) �(J+K+L) restrictions on the intraday parameters. The correspondingminimum distance estimator is a weighted average of the intraday parameters where theweight increases with the precision of the estimate:�̂(2) = DXd=1 Âd�̂d; with Âd =  DXd=1 V̂ h�̂di�1! � V̂ h�̂di�1 : (2.7)The di�erence between the distance statistics �̂1 and �̂2 provides an asymptotically �2distributed test for the null hypothesis that the volatility parameters are constant acrosstrading days assuming all other restrictions imposed on the �rst model are true. Thedegrees of freedom of this test are D� 1 (i.e. the number of volatility ratios restricted bythe second model).As noted above for a given set of intraday parameter estimates the minimum distancestep provides a range of tests for structural stability. Finally, a test of structural stabilityconcerning d trading days can be performed under the maintained hypothesis that theprice process of all trading days included can be described by the same model. Forinstance, testing the null hypothesis that the parameters of trading day d coincide with15



the parameters of all other trading days leads to a Wald- type of statistics of the form:g(1) ��(1); �̂d�0 V̂ h�̂di�1 g(1) ��(1); �̂d� a� �2 (2.8)which only requires the estimation of �(1) as de�ned by 2.4.
3 Data and Model Speci�cation3.1 DataOur sample is based on transaction data of the Bund futures trading listed at the LondonInternational Financial Futures Exchange (LIFFE). The underlying is a notional 6% Ger-man government bond of DEM 250.000 face value. Any German government bond witha maturity between 8.5 and 10.5 years at contract expiration is allowed to be delivered.There are four contract maturities per year, March, June, September, and December.Prices are denoted in basis points of face value. The tick size is equivalent to a contractvalue of DEM 25. At the LIFFE, trade is facilitated by an open outcry system duringthe main business hours followed by computerized trading in the evening. In the samplewe investigate, oor trading at the LIFFE starts at 8:30 (CET) and ends around 17:15 h.To avoid distortions caused by the opening and closing procedures we restrict our sampleto transactions occuring between 9:00 and 17.00. We arbitrarily choose the period from08/01/1995 to 08/31/1995, giving us 22 successive trading days. During this period, weanalyze the Bund futures contract expiring in September 1995 which was the front month16



contract and thus the most actively traded one. This leaves us with an overall sampleof 37,381 observations with an average number of 212 transactions per hour. Tables 1{3provide summary statistics on trading activity and the price dynamics within and acrosstrading days.Data �les of the LIFFE contain information on time-stamped intraday transaction pricesas well as bid and ask quotes. In addition, they yield proxies of trade volumes.8 The timestamps contained in the data enable us to compute the time between successive transac-tions. From bid and ask quotes we compute inside market spreads for each transaction.By far the most observed spreads are of size one tick ( 74.0%), spreads larger than twoticks are rarely observed ( 1.2%). Comparing transaction prices with bid and ask quotesyields an indication for the type of trade. We assume that a transaction is buyer (seller)initiated if it occurs at a price equal or higher (lower) than the previously reported ask(bid) quote. When modeling the price process one could use either the change in trans-action prices or the change in mid-quotes between two successive transactions. The �rstvariable is dominated by the well-known bid-ask bounce, see e.g. Roll (1984) or Hausman,Lo, and MacKinlay (1992). Since changes in the mid-quotes seem to be more closely re-lated to the evolution of the assets value we concentrate our analysis on mid-quote chnges.8During oor trading hours prices and volumes are reported by pit observers. LIFFE considers thedissemination of price information to be more important than volume information. Additional compar-isons with volume traded at the DTB show that the variable is meaningless if individual observations areconsidered, but conveys valuable information as an aggregate over time.17



98.6% of observed mid-quote changes fall into the range from �1 to +1 tick, i.e. �1 tick5.0%, �:5 14.1%, 0 58.3%, +:5 19.0%, and +1 2.2%. Therefore, it seems appropriateto choose J = 5 categories for the observable ordered response variable yt. The median(mean) time between two successive transactions is 9.5 (16.0) seconds.Table 1 provides information on the trading activity within and across trading days.Thedispersion of trading activity over the days matches the well-known U-shaped pattern asit has been often documented in the literature, e.g.Wood, McInish, and Ord (1985). Theleast activity is usually observed between 13:00 and 14:00 with a transaction volume ofabout 45% of the volume observed between 9:00 and 10:00. Examining individual days,we note that the number of transactions per day varies between 2,572 on 08/24/95 and1,073 on 08/30/95. The number of transactions per trading hour ranges from 517 between15:00 and 16:00 on the 4th and 63 between 13:00 and 14:00 on the 30th.Information on the price dynamics measured in terms of mid-quote changes is given bytable 2. In order to get a better understanding of the sources of variation in the data wedecompose the total variation of the mid-quote changes in terms of the within (tradinghour) variation, i.e. variation of the price changes for a given trading hour across di�erenttrading days, and the between variation, i.e. variation of the price changes between tradinghours. Let the price change observed for an hour h (clock time interval) on trading dayd be de�ned as Xhd. Then its total variation over the sample period can be decomposed
18



as follows: Xh Xd (xhd � �x)2| {z }total variation =Xh Xd (xhd � �xh:)2| {z }within variation +DXh (�xh: � �x)2| {z }between variation (3.1)where: �x = 1DH Xh Xd xhd �xh: = 1DXd xhdBased on hourly aggregates we �nd that 97.1% of the total variation of the price changesis due to within variation. This result turns out to be robust w.r.t. the choice of frequencyof the price change measure. Using price changes on time intervals of 5 (20) minutes thecorresponding share of within variation to total variation is 93.2 (95.7)%, see table 3. Ofcourse, the strong dominance of the within variation is due to the speci�c decompositionchosen. Contrary to real panel data h is a subunit of d, such that the within variationstrongly exploits the time series variation in the data. However, the decomposition clari�esthat concentrating on the intraday variation of price changes implies a rather substantialloss of information if there is a common structure that holds across trading days.
3.2 Model Speci�cation and Evidence from Intraday estimatesThe speci�cation used for our regression model centers around the question of the natureof information di�usion process as analyzed in market microstructure literature. Thespeci�cation of the mean function is guided by theoretical arguments trying to explain19



local deviations from the martingale hypothesis. For the variance function we recurr tomodels analyzing market volatility and the clustering of trades.Lags of the mid-quote changes (�MQ) are included into the mean function (eq. 2.1)for two reasons: First, price changes measured at high frequencies reveal some type ofserial dependency. The straightforward interpretation that uninformed trades imply ani.i.d. structure of price changes and that any type of serial dependencies has to originate inthe ow of information is somewhat misleading. This becomes evident if one takes modelslike Admati and Peiderer (1988) into account which explicitly allow for discretionaryliquidity traders, or if one considers the evidence presented in Easley, Kiefer, and O'Hara(1997) which indicates that uninformed trades need not be i.i.d. However, the occurenceof price reversals serves as a feasible indicator for information driven trading. Second, ourspeci�cation analysis for the intraday ordered probit estimates indicates that lags of thedependent variable have to be included in order to achieve the conditional independenceof observations needed for ML estimation. Thus lags of the mid-quote changes up to orderthree enter the mean function to capture short run dynamics of the price process. Lagsof order four and more turn out to be insigni�cant for all intraday estimates.9 Moreover,9Misspeci�cation might arise because of omitted variables causing serial dependency in the error term.Based on generalized residuals in the sense of Gourieroux, Montfort, and Trognon (1987) and Gourieroux,Montfort, and Trognon (1985) we test for absence of serial dependence in the ordered probit model. Thenull could not be rejected for 21 out of 22 trading days. For the sake of brevity, the presentation of thetest results is omitted. 20



we check for potential medium term dynamic e�ects by two minute aggregates of mid-quote changes (Agg:�MQ). These turn out to be insigni�cant once we account for othermarket microstructure e�ects in the mean function.Since microstructure theory suggests that the type of trade is informative, we includetwo additional variables in the mean function. The variable Bounce captures a bid askbounce and takes on the value +1 if the transaction is seller initiated at t�1 and is buyerinitiated at t; it takes on the value �1 in the reverse case, and is 0 otherwise.10 Thevariable RptAsk takes on the value of 1 if two successive transactions at the ask quoteare observed and zero otherwise.In spite of theoretical models like Blume, Easley, and O'Hara (1994) and empirical studieslike Easley, Kiefer, and O'Hara (1997) which support the role of volume for the informationdi�usion we refrain in this study from considering volume explicitly because it was foundto be unreliable, but focus instead on the occurence of transactions themselves in orderto approximate market imbalances. The use of trade frequency is well supported bythe �ndings of Jones, Kaul, and Lipson (1994) who show on the basis of daily datathat volume carries no additional information beyond that which is contained in tradefrequency. Furthermore, the work of Easley, Kiefer, and O'Hara (1997) indicates that theinclusion of volume raises the need for a structural model, which is well beyond the scopeof this paper. The di�erence between the number of buyer and seller initiated trades over acertain time interval (TrdDif) enters the mean function. A positive value of this variable10See Lee and Ready (1991) for an extensive study covering inference on the direction of trades.21



indicates that during the past 2 minutes the majority of trades was buyer initiated. Buyerand seller initiated trading volume is approximated here by the number of transactions pertwo minute interval in order to test whether market participants observe volume tradedor whether this type of market imbalances carries any information. However, since ourvolume variable can only serve as a crude proxy of the true trading volume we do notattempt to interpret insigni�cant coe�cients for both the mean and variance function asstrong evidence against the hypothesis that volume carries additional information beyondthat of other variables capturing micro structure e�ects.Similar to GARCH type models the variance function contains lags of individual absolutemid-quote changes (j�MQj) and lags of two minute aggregates of the absolute mid-quote changes (Agg: j�MQj) in order to pick up volatility clustering. From a marketmicrostructure point of view time between transactions signals the occurence of newinformation in the market giving rise to more uncertainty of the true price, as a standardreference see Easley and O'Hara (1992). The time between transactions is hypothesized byEasley and O'Hara (1992) to conveys information which indicates the presence of privateinformation in the market, leading to a subsequent adjustment of prices. In the followingwe use lags of the time between transactions (�t) as well as the mean time betweentransactions over two minute intervals (�t) as explanatory variables for the variance of aprice change. The past spread is included into the regression model for several reasons.On the one hand a spread larger than the normal one might among other things indicatethat the presence of private information in the market prompts uninformed traders to raise22



their spread as a protective measure, see e.g. Glosten and Milgrom (1985) or Glosten andHarris (1988). On the other hand, the reasoning put forward by Admati and Peiderer(1988) suggests that liquidity traders who have some discretion with respect to theirtiming of transactions will seek periods of low trading costs and thus producing somevolatility clustering on the market. The dummy variable Spread for the spread enters thevariance function. This variable takes on the value 1 if the tick size of the spread is 2 orlarger.Intraday seasonalities of the volatility are a well-known phenomenon. We account for thesepatterns through time dummies in the variance function for each hour of the trading day,where the trading hour between 9:00 and 10:00 serves as the reference category. Note thatthe inclusion of the time dummies is crucial for the interpretation of results concerningthe trade frequency. If these time dummies are omitted the time between transactionsdoes not solely capture the e�ects of short-lived, local variations of the trade frequencybut is likely to be dominated by daily seasonalities, particularly by the lunch hour e�ect,see e.g. Dacorogna, M�uller, Nagler, Olsen, and Pictet (1993).Table 4 provides insight into the qualitative nature of the estimated determinants oftransaction price changes based on the ordered probit estimates for the 22 trading days.Detailed estimation results are omitted since hardly any straightforward conclusions canbe drawn concerning our main question, whether there is a commom market microstruc-ture, on the basis of 22 individual regressions. One striking result is that the signs of23



estimated coe�cients are largely stable across trading days. This may be taken as a �rstindication toward the existence of a common structure. Also, there is no set of vari-ables with nearly equal shares of signi�cantly positive or negative coe�cients indicating aregime shift or a structural break. Quite a number of the estimated coe�cients turn outto be insigni�cant. In particular, this holds for the coe�cients on higher order lags. Formost of the trading days we are not able to �nd intraday seasonality as it is captured bythe dummy variables.
4 Common Market Microstructure Across TradingDays: Empirical EvidenceThe de�ciencies of comparing estimates for single trading days are quite obvious. Giventhe baseline intraday speci�cation of the previous section with 53 parameters (J = 4; K =19; L = 30) we end up with an overall number of 1,166 parameters for the 22 trading days.Observed di�erences in size between the estimated coe�cients may occur by chance orhave a substantive background. Some of the coe�cients obtained by intraday estimatesdo not even have a clear-cut interpretation. For instance, intraday time dummies maycapture daily seasonalities but can also reect the impact of singular news events on aparticular trading day. Moreover, di�erent threshold parameters do not make much sensefrom a theoretical point of view. 24



As outlined in section 2 minimum distance estimation provides a framework of testing for,and imposing, a common parameter structure. Table 6 gives the results of the minimumdistance estimation assuming equality of all coe�cients across trading days with theexception of the daily volatility ratios ��d = ��0d�01 as de�ned by the parameter vector �(1).The corresponding minimum distance statistics, reported in table 7, however, indicatethat the imposed parameter restrictions clearly have to be rejected.The rejection of this speci�cation leads to additional questions: First of all, are there atleast some subperiods in the sample which actually share a common price process? Thismight be true if there are only a few exceptional days which lead to the rejection of anoverall common structure. In this case we are further interested in the underlying eco-nomic reasons for the departing structures of particular days. In particular, we would liketo infer whether all dimensions of the price process are equally a�ected by this disruption?Therefore, in a second step we check for a more exible but su�ciently parsimoneousspeci�cation that incorporates a large fraction of trading days. This is done by testingthe null hypothesis which states that parameters of trading day d are identical withcoresponding ones of all other trading days using the �2-test introduced in section 2. Theresults of this test are given in table 8. Interestingly, the null can only be rejected for 4trading days at the 1-percent level, indicating that a limited number of individual tradingdays may cause an overall rejection of the most parsimoneous speci�cation we started with.The four particular days are August 4th as well as the period of August 22nd through25



24th.These days are dominated by the major news events of August 1995: On August4th, July's employment �gures for the U.S. were released. The 22nd is actually markedby two major news releases. First, the German Bundesbank announced an observedcontraction of M3. Second, the FOMC decided to keep key interest rates at the currentlevel. However, this decision was released after closing of the Bund futures trading so thatthis new event actually e�ected trading on the 23rd. By inspection of the Reuters moneymarket news tape it is apparent that FOMC's decision was not in accordance with themarket consensus. Finally, on 24th the German Bundesbank announced a 50 basis pointcut in two of the German key interest rates, namely in the lombard and the discount rate.Since it is the major goal of this paper to develop an empirical framework for the analysisof shifts in the price process we refrain from hypothesizing on potential links between theprice process and economic fundamentals. At this stage of our research we regard our�ndings merely as a pointer towards future research concerning the e�ect of news releaseson the price process.The presented evidence suggests splitting sample (A) into two parts. One subsample (B)consists of 18 trading days (B) selected on the results obtained by the �3 statistics decribedabove. The other sample (C) consists of the four deviating trading days. Estimating thebaseline speci�cation on the basis of sample B we cannot reject the hypothesis of commonstructure, see table 7. This �nding is not merely caused by a reduction of the sample size,which still contains 29,901 observations, but rather by the selection of trading days with26



a homogenous price process. Given the large sample size, which often leads to a rejectionof any type of null hypothesis we regard this �nding as somewhat surprising.On the other hand we clearly have to reject the hypothesis of a common price process forsample C. Obviously the major news events on these trading days generated unique, dayspeci�c price processes. Hence by testing for periods with a homogeneous price processwe �nally end up with a parsimoneous speci�cation for the whole sample period of the 22trading days that requires less than a quarter of the number of parameters used for theseparate intraday estimates.A comparison of the size of the coe�cients and the sign pattern between the estimatesfor subperiods B and C reveals that, despite the rejection of total homogeneity of tradingdays, the impact of market microstructure variables is very similar. In particular, thisholds for the factors driving the mean price change and to a lesser extent for the volatility'sexplanatory variables.The minimum distance estimates are more precise compared to the intraday estimates.While many higher order lags of the explanatory variables are insigni�cant for the separateintraday estimates, for instance, we can detect a signi�cant bid-ask momentum up to a lagof order �ve. Moreover, our approach nicely detects intraday seasonalities in the volatilityof the price change with peeks around 13:00 to 15:00.Finally, we use the relative volatility parameter ��d = ��0d�01 to check for event dominatedtrading days. In �gure 1 we compare the relative daily volatilities obtained by our mini-27



mum distance approach to the daily volatility constants (stadardized by the �rst tradingday) from a GARCH(1,1) model estimated on �ve minute aggregates. The shape of thevolatility ratios is similar but the GARCH ratios are clearly more pronounced. The strik-ing di�erences of GARCH and the ordered probit - minimum distance estimates between8/10/95 and 8/18/95 can well be explained by the nature of the the GARCH speci�cationbeing used which does not correct for speci�c market microstructure e�ects in the meanof the price process. On the other hand, the observable di�erences for the time period8/25/95 to 8/30/95 can be attributed to the fact that our estimator does not incorporateautoregressive volatility e�ects in the variance function.
5 ConclusionsIn this paper we analyze the determinants of transaction price changes for the BUNDfuture trading at the LIFFE on the basis of the 22 subsequent trading days. The minimumdistance estimation technique applied combines the intraday estimates optimally whiletaking into account the discrete nature of price jumps at the transaction level and theirregularly spaced time intervalls between transactions. Our approach enables us to workout a common structure across trading days and to disentangle the pecularities of certaintrading days which are marked by certain news events. Despite the large sample size ofaround 1.7 thousand transactions per trading day that usually gives rise to the rejection ofany null hypothesis on the equality of regression coe�cients we �nd a common structure28



for 18 out of 22 trading days. On the other hand exceptional trading days lead to structuralbreaks rendering simple pooling estimates inconsistent. In particular, news events aremore likely to a�ect the variance function than the mean function. Therefore, moreattention should be payed to the fact that prominent news events distort the way thatinformation is processed in �nancial markets.By its nature our approach is, of course more explorative than structural. At most ourestimation results provide evidence as to whether some behavioral hypothesis derivedfrom the highly stylized market microstructure models are consistent with transactionsdata. Conditional on the (short-run) history of the trading process we �nd the typeof orders to have a signi�cant impact on the mean of price changes. We are able toidentify something like a bid-ask momentum and an e�ect of consecutive buyer initiatedtrades. This feature of the price process, however, needs to be interpreted in conjunctionwith the negative feedback introduced by lagged mid-quote changes. The time betweentransactions is informative regarding the volatility of price changes. More frequent tradingimplies a higher variance per transaction. Spread size enters the variance function with apositive sign, indicating that larger spreads imply a higher variance per transaction.Our empirical �ndings are in accordance with the hypothesis that there is a learningmechanism present at the micro level based on order ow. In particular interpreting thetime between transactions in the sense of Easley and O'Hara (1992) and Easley, Kiefer,and O'Hara (1997) as an indication for information present in the market, we conclude29



that it is indeed information and not liquidity which drives volatility. This is supportedby the fact that the explanatory variables capturing an imbalance of supply and demandwere hardly ever found to be signi�cant.The approach presented here o�ers numerous avenues for future research. The meritsof the approach should be checked in the light of transaction prices of di�erent �nancialmarkets. Since the computational burden involved is fairly limited, the minimum dis-tance technique nicely quali�es for the analysis of intraday seasonalities. Finally, moreresearch should be devoted to the endogeneity of the time between transactions, volumeand transactions costs leading to econometric speci�cations that treat all three variablesas endogeneous.ReferencesAdmati, A., and P. Pfleiderer (1988): \A Theory of Intra-Day Patterns: Volumeand Price Variability," Review of Financial Studies, 1, 3{40.Ait-Sahalia, Y. (1998): \Dynamic Equilibrium and Volatility in Financial Asset Mar-kets," Journal of Econometrics, 84, 93{127.Andersen, T. G., and T. Bollerslev (1997a): \Heterogeneous Information Arrivalsand Return Volatility Dynamics: Uncovering the Long-Run in High Frequency Re-turns," Journal of Finance, 52, 975{1005.(1997b): \Intraday Periodicity and Volatility Persistence in Financial Markets,"Journal of Empirical Finance, 4, 115{158.(1998): \Deutsche Mark-Dollar Volatility: Intraday Activity Patterns, Macroe-conomic Announcements, and Longer Run Dependencies," Journal of Finance, 53,219{265.Andersen, T. G., T. Bollerslev, and A. Das (1998): \Testing for Market Mi-crostructure E�ects in Intraday Volatility: A Reassessment of the Tokyo FX Experi-ment," Discussion Paper 6666, NBER Working Paper Series.30
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Table 1: Number of transactions per hour for each trading day, total number of transactions per day and number oftransactions in speci�c hours over the entire sample. Descriptive statistics of BUND futures oor trading at LIFFEin London between 08/01/95 and 08/31/95. There was no trading on 08/28/95 due to the late summer bank holiday.Data compiled from 'LIFFE tick data' CD-ROM.Sample Period Total Total8:30-9:00 9:00-10:00 10:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-16:00 16:00-17:00 17:00-17:15 9:00-17:00 8:30-17:1508/01/95 137 239 134 102 130 85 114 229 367 92 1400 162908/02/95 246 352 282 168 164 128 325 424 374 90 2217 255308/03/95 231 307 280 207 139 154 329 309 426 105 2151 248708/04/95 74 234 154 210 96 64 451 517 336 116 2062 225208/07/95 92 179 154 140 213 99 185 261 218 66 1449 160708/08/95 207 327 183 236 140 130 268 207 269 79 1760 204608/09/95 149 261 339 171 129 83 199 208 184 41 1574 176408/10/95 104 159 102 99 243 156 345 339 302 71 1745 192008/11/95 128 287 163 159 151 66 338 297 314 111 1775 201408/14/95 241 259 215 260 149 91 168 179 275 79 1596 191608/15/95 105 187 240 242 168 94 456 335 321 84 2043 223208/16/95 238 355 273 240 110 243 264 347 256 78 2088 240408/17/95 186 249 220 174 141 104 246 193 398 95 1725 200608/18/95 184 301 199 166 117 77 95 123 237 43 1315 154208/21/95 176 195 216 204 126 77 125 169 229 67 1341 158408/22/95 193 347 191 171 159 67 114 174 208 69 1431 169308/23/95 168 308 179 162 145 70 183 179 189 44 1415 162708/24/95 121 257 188 262 207 469 434 399 356 89 2572 278208/25/95 237 295 150 214 124 73 198 283 259 82 1596 191508/29/95 155 268 187 162 121 95 185 178 268 67 1464 168608/30/95 128 171 97 133 77 63 189 198 145 33 1073 123408/31/95 66 195 172 230 110 102 192 288 300 56 1589 1711Total 3566 5732 4318 4112 3159 2590 5403 5836 6231 1657 37381 42604
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Table 2: Mid quote changes over one hour of trading and total change of mid quote over one trading day. Quotesare generated by observed bid and ask quotes preceeding a transaction. Descriptive statistics of BUND futures oortrading at LIFFE in London between 08/01/95 and 08/31/95. Data compiled from 'LIFFE tick data' CD-ROM.Sample Period Total Total8:30-9:00 9:00-10:00 10:00-11:00 11:00-12:00 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 14:00-15:00 15:00-16:00 16:00-17:00 17:00-17:15 9:00-17:00 8:30-17:1508/01/95 -2.0 5.0 -4.0 3.0 2.5 0.0 -1.5 -4.0 -11.0 -4.0 -10.0 -16.008/02/95 31.0 -0.5 4.5 -2.5 4.0 -2.0 -0.5 17.0 -6.5 5.0 13.5 49.508/03/95 -2.5 -8.0 5.0 -4.0 7.0 -1.5 -12.5 6.5 13.5 -3.0 6.0 0.508/04/95 0.5 9.0 2.0 0.0 -2.5 -4.5 5.0 7.0 6.5 4.5 22.5 27.508/07/95 1.5 1.0 2.0 -3.0 -7.0 -1.0 -2.0 3.0 10.0 -5.0 3.0 -0.508/08/95 5.0 -8.5 0.5 -3.0 -3.0 -4.0 6.0 -4.5 5.5 -5.0 -11.0 -11.008/09/95 -3.0 4.0 5.0 -5.0 1.0 -0.5 -0.5 -2.0 3.5 1.5 5.5 4.008/10/95 -3.0 2.0 -3.0 4.0 5.5 3.5 13.0 -6.0 4.0 1.0 23.0 21.008/11/95 -2.5 -1.0 1.5 1.5 5.0 -5.0 5.0 -4.0 -16.5 -9.5 -13.5 -25.508/14/95 -12.0 0.0 -12.0 6.0 -4.0 3.0 -3.5 4.5 -1.0 -2.0 -7.0 -21.008/15/95 3.0 -7.0 -7.0 -9.0 -5.0 -3.0 -9.5 10.0 -17.5 3.5 -48.0 -41.508/16/95 5.5 -1.0 4.0 -1.0 -2.0 -14.5 2.0 5.0 -4.0 11.5 -11.5 5.508/17/95 9.5 0.0 -4.5 -1.0 -3.0 -1.0 6.0 -2.0 -16.0 10.0 -21.5 -2.008/18/95 9.5 5.0 2.0 -7.0 2.0 -1.0 5.5 -3.5 0.0 -3.0 3.0 9.508/21/95 12.0 0.0 6.0 -1.0 -1.0 -3.0 7.0 -4.0 13.0 1.0 17.0 30.008/22/95 -0.5 1.0 0.0 -5.0 1.0 -2.0 1.0 -0.5 2.5 -3.0 -2.0 -5.508/23/95 16.0 -6.5 -1.0 -2.0 0.0 -2.0 -4.0 4.0 -3.0 -1.0 -14.5 0.508/24/95 2.0 1.5 -4.5 -13.0 5.0 5.0 -2.5 -16.5 18.0 -3.5 -7.0 -8.508/25/95 9.0 -4.5 -1.0 -5.0 -3.0 3.5 2.0 -1.0 -6.5 2.5 -15.5 -4.008/29/95 -1.5 -4.5 -6.5 -0.5 5.5 -7.0 0.5 -3.0 5.5 5.0 -10.0 -6.508/30/95 -5.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 2.0 1.5 -1.5 -2.0 0.0 1.0 -0.5 -5.008/31/95 -1.5 -5.5 -13.0 0.5 -2.0 -1.0 -3.0 4.0 -3.0 0.0 -23.0 -24.5
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Table 3: Decomposition of the variation in price changes over 60, 40, 20, and 5 min-utes within and between trading days. Note: 1 The non-integer value is due to missingobservations on �ve minute price changes.Observations Sum of squares Variance ShareVariation on 60 min total 176 5769.64 5.74 100.00within 8 5601.27 5.66 97.08between 22 168.36 1.05 2.92Variation on 40 min total 286 8289.96 5.39 100.00within 13 7720.46 5.20 93.13between 22 569.50 1.47 6.87Variation on 20 min total 572 9779.32 4.14 100.00within 26 9118.68 4.00 93.24between 22 660.64 1.10 6.76Variation on 5 min total 2294 11210.85 2.21 100.00within 105 10730.71 2.16 95.72between1 21.85 480.14 0.46 4.28
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Table 4: Estimation results of 22 ordered probits with observable heteroscedasticity. Num-ber of signi�cant positive and negative coe�cients, as well as the number of insigni�cantcoe�cients. signi�cant insigni�cantpositive negativeThresholds�1 22�2 22�3 22�4 22Mean parameters�MQ 1 10 122 10 123 1 21Agg. �MQ 1 1 212 223 1 21Bounce 1 222 223 18 44 12 105 7 15RptAsk 1 222 19 33 14 84 1 215 3 19TrdDif 1 222 1 213 22Variance parametersj�MQj 1 222 2 203 2 1 194 3 19Agg. j�MQj 0 3 191 1 212 1 21
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3 1 214 1 215 22�t 1 1 3 182 1 213 3 2 17�t 1 222 223 224 2 205 1 216 2 20Spread 1 222 15 73 1 1 204 1 21Time dummies in variance speci�cation10:00-11:00 2 1 1911:00-12:00 1 2112:00-13:00 1 2113:00-14:00 4 1814:00-15:00 3 1 1815:00-16:00 4 1816:00-17:00 5 17
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Table 5: News events in August 1995. Data compiled from Olsen & Associates' tapes of Reuter's AAMM news screen.Date Data Data German FOMC MajorU.S. Bond Rate news item08/01/95 7 3 0 0 U.S. growth data08/02/95 12 0 0 0 U.K. trade & consumer data08/03/95 16 9 1 0 Waiting for U.S. employment data08/04/95 31 16 1 0 U.S. employment data08/07/95 9 0 0 0 |08/08/95 11 1 0 0 Bundesbank sets tender for 14-day repos, German M3 growth08/09/95 2 0 3 0 Bundesbank lowers repo08/10/95 12 3 2 0 Bundesbank holds discount and lombard steady,U.S. producer and jobless claims08/11/95 17 7 0 0 U.S. CPI data08/14/95 5 0 0 0 U.K. PPI data,08/15/95 12 4 2 0 U.S. industrial output08/16/95 12 3 2 0 Bundesbank holds repo rate steady08/17/95 23 5 0 0 U.K. RPI08/18/95 4 0 1 6 |08/21/95 8 0 1 7 U.K. GDP08/22/95 3 0 1 13 German M3 contracted08/23/95 6 0 4 1 FOMC holds discount and lombard steady08/24/95 14 5 4 0 Bundesbank lowers discount and lombard08/25/95 8 3 1 1 U.S. homes08/29/95 4 2 0 0 U.S. consumer con�dence08/30/95 12 3 0 0 Waiting for U.S. payroll data08/31/95 14 4 0 0 U.S. payroll data
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Table 6: Minimum distance estimation results for August (A), for August excluding the4th, and the 22nd through the 24th (B), and for four days, i.e. August 4, August 22-24(C). Sample A B CThresholds�1 �1:6614 ��� �1:5209 ��� �1:7003 ����2 �0:7607 ��� �0:6951 ��� �0:7893 ����3 1:4314 ��� 1:2899 ��� 1:5034 ����4 2:9005 ��� 2:6185 ��� 3:0294 ���Mean parameters�MQ 1 �0:1357 ��� �0:1373 ��� �0:0591 ���2 �0:1612 ��� �0:1260 ��� �0:2374 ���3 �0:0259 �0:0214 �0:0097Agg. �MQ 1 �0:0075 �0:0021 �0:03182 0:0017 0:0036 0:00313 �0:0035 �0:0054 0:0095Bounce 1 0:8602 ��� 0:7783 ��� 0:8736 ���2 0:6269 ��� 0:5699 ��� 0:6202 ���3 0:3621 ��� 0:3322 ��� 0:2997 ���4 0:1967 ��� 0:1930 ��� 0:06755 0:0982 ��� 0:0922 ��� 0:0726RptAsk 1 0:6915 ��� 0:6324 ��� 0:6505 ���2 0:3734 ��� 0:3288 ��� 0:4557 ���3 0:2515 ��� 0:2136 ��� 0:3513 ���4 0:0808 ��� 0:0626 ��� 0:1306 ���5 0:0965 ��� 0:0997 ��� �0:0016TrdDif 1 �0:0065 �0:0067 �0:00512 �0:0027 �0:0028 �0:00233 �0:0006 �0:0010 �0:0001Variance parametersj�MQj 1 0:0317 �� 0:0110 0:0621 �2 0:0522 ��� 0:0232 0:1281 ���3 0:0699 ��� 0:0490 ��� 0:1091 ���4 0:0647 ��� 0:0348 �� 0:1248 ���Agg. j�MQj 0 0:0068 � �0:0031 0:0170 ��1 �0:0024 �0:0193 ��� 0:00882 �0:0047 �0:0159 ��� �0:00203 �0:0041 �0:0118 �� 0:0016
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4 �0:0054 �0:0085 �0:00295 �0:0087 �� �0:0100 �� �0:0083�t 1 �0:0417 ��� �0:0393 ��� �0:04432 0:0012 �0:0073 0:03063 0:0110 0:0012 0:0255�t 1 �0:0905 �� �0:0792 �� �0:2294 ��2 0:0082 �0:0146 �0:02293 �0:0074 �0:0196 0:06904 �0:0913 ��� �0:0786 �� �0:11975 0:0045 0:0245 �0:10176 �0:0246 �0:0222 0:0304Spread 1 0:2986 ��� 0:2663 ��� 0:3801 ���2 0:1526 ��� 0:1376 ��� 0:2057 ���3 0:0354 ��� 0:0146 0:0935 ���4 0:0099 �0:0081 0:0760 ���Time dummies in variance speci�cation10:00-11:00 �0:0308 � �0:0147 �0:0788 �11:00-12:00 �0:0399 �� �0:0239 �0:0721 �12:00-13:00 0:0191 0:0221 �0:008013:00-14:00 0:1629 ��� 0:1187 ��� 0:2539 ���14:00-15:00 0:0701 ��� 0:0710 ��� 0:1079 ��15:00-16:00 0:0058 0:0277 �0:0692 �16:00-17:00 0:0487 ��� 0:0953 ��� �0:0157
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Table 7: Tests on the validity of minimum distance functions for the samples A, B, andC based on the �1 statistic.Sample �1 D.F. p-valueA Total (August 1995) 1576.12 1092 0.0000B August, excl. 4. and 22.-24. 946.82 884 0.0699C Only 4. and 22.-24. 348.03 156 0.0000
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Table 8: Volatility ratios for the samples A, B, and C. Minimum distance �3 statistics forall days in the total sample. A volatility ratio which is on a 10%, 5%, or 1% signi�cancelevel di�erent from one is indicated by �, ��, and � � �.Volatility ratios Test on individualSample A B C trading days (52 DF)Date ��i ��i ��i statistic p-value08/01/95 1 | 1 | | 70.3290 0.046008/02/95 0.9710 * 1.0305 | 69.2353 0.055108/03/95 1.0477 *** 1.1183 *** | 63.4880 0.131908/04/95 1.2166 *** | 1 | 200.0499 0.000008/07/95 1.0531 ** 1.0296 | 77.1847 0.013208/08/95 0.9396 *** 0.9062 *** | 77.9056 0.011508/09/95 1.0238 0.9750 | 63.3602 0.134308/10/95 0.8321 *** 0.8312 *** | 46.4978 0.689208/11/95 0.9027 *** 0.9440 *** | 53.6483 0.410908/14/95 0.9138 *** 0.8993 *** | 68.4728 0.062408/15/95 0.9278 *** 1.0253 | 57.8546 0.268008/16/95 1.0184 1.0906 *** | 65.9829 0.091908/17/95 0.9171 *** 0.9364 *** | 45.8822 0.711908/18/95 0.9237 *** 0.9208 *** | 40.7486 0.870308/21/95 1.0585 ** 1.0950 *** | 55.5683 0.341908/22/95 1.0290 | 0.9552 ** 79.8126 0.007808/23/95 0.9500 *** | 0.8841 122.9536 0.000008/24/95 1.2765 *** | 0.8713 193.7681 0.000008/25/95 0.9881 1.0041 | 43.5194 0.792508/29/95 1.4717 *** 1.7268 *** | 61.7538 0.166708/30/95 1.0073 0.9354 *** | 56.7159 0.303508/31/95 0.7982 *** 0.7821 *** | 46.4997 0.6892
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Figure 1: Volatility ratios from the minimum distance estimation step and volatility constants from a GARCH(1,1)model estimated on 5 minute aggregates, standardized on the �rst day.
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